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1. Introduction 

Motion planning refers to the ability of a system to automatically plan its motions. It is 
considered central to the development of autonomous robots. In the last decade, much 
research effort was done on the application of probabilistic roadmaps methods (PRM) for 
different types of problems (Kavraki et al., 1996; Svestka & Overmars, 1997; Bohlin & 
Kavraki, 2000; Sánchez & Latombe, 2002). 
There are two main classes of PRM planners: multiple-query and single-query planners. A 
multiple-query planner pre-computes a roadmap and then uses it to process many queries 
(Kavraki et al., 1996; Svestka & Overmars, 1997). In general, the query configurations are not 
known in advance and the roadmap must be distributed over the entire free configuration 
space (C-space). On the other hand, a single-query planner computes a new roadmap for 
each query (Bohlin & Kavraki, 2000; Sánchez & Latombe, 2002; Sánchez et al., 2002). Its only 
goal is to find a collision-free path between two query configurations. Looking for the 
smallest space to explore before finding a path. Planners that can answer single queries very 
quickly and with a little preprocessing are of particular interest. Such planners can be used 
to re-plan paths in applications where the configuration space obstacles can change. This 
occurs, for instance, when the robot changes tools, grasps an object, or a new obstacle enters 
in the workspace. These kinds of planners are more suitable in environments with frequent 
changes. The adaptation of PRM planners to environments with both static and moving 
obstacles has been limited so far (Jaillet & Siméon, 2004). 
The planner proposed by Jaillet and Siméon (Jaillet & Siméon, 2004), uses a combination of 
single and multiple queries techniques. The proposed planner builds a roadmap of valid 
paths, considering only the static obstacles, when dynamic changes occurs, the planner uses 
lazy-evaluation mechanisms combined with a single-query technique as local planner to 
rapidly update the roadmap. 
A novel real-time motion planning framework was proposed in (Brock & Kavraki, 2001). It 
is particularly well suited for planning problems and it decomposes the original planning 
into simpler sub-problems. The paradigm addresses the planning problems in which a 
minimum clearance to obstacles can be guaranteed along the solution path. 
A method for generating collision-free paths for robots operating in changing environments 
was presented in (Leven & Hutchinson, 2000). The method begins by constructing a graph 
that represents a roadmap in the configuration space, but this graph is not constructed for a 
specific workspace. Later, the method constructs the graph for an obstacle-free workspace, 
and encodes the mapping from workspace cells to nodes and arcs in the graph. When the 
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environment changes, this mapping are used to make the appropriate modifications to the 
graph, and new plans can be generated by searching the modified graph. 
A dynamic structure to enrich any non-holonomic motion planner for car-like robots with 
the capacity of reactiveness to environment changes was proposed by (Jaouni et al., 1998). 
The main advantage of the star elastic band proposed in their work, is that it allows a better 
reactivity than the ball band (the elastic band approach was proposed by Quinlan and 
Khatib in 1993 (Quinlan & Khatib, 1993)). The elastic band approach is a dynamic trajectory 
modification that maintains a permanent flexible and deformable path between initial and 
final robot configurations. 
This work aims at providing a practical planner that considers reflex actions and planning 
with lazy techniques to account for obstacle changes. A collision-free feasible path for a 
mobile robot is computed using the lazy PRM method. The robot starts moving (under the 
permanent protection of its deformable virtual zone (DVZ)), in a free of dynamic obstacles 
trajectory, it does not require reflex commands and the control is performed by the lazy 
PRM method. If there are dynamic obstacles in its path, the reactive method takes the 
control and generates commands to force the robot to move away from the intruder 
obstacles and gives back its DVZ to the original state. 

2. The DVZ principle 

Artificial reflex actions for mobile robots can be defined as the ability to react when 
unscheduled events occurs, for instance when they move in unknown and dynamic 
environments. For the last seventeen years, we have been interested in the problem of 
reactive behaviours for collision avoidance in the domain of mobile robotics (Zapata, 1991; 
Zapata et al., 1994; Cacitti & Zapata, 2001). This section describes the DVZ principle. We 
assume that the mobile robot has not model of its surrounding space but can measure any 
intrusion of information (proximity-type information) at least in the direction of its own 
motion. The vehicle is protected by a risk zone while the deformations of the latter are 
directly used to trigger a good reaction. 

In what follows, n will denote the dimension of the robot world (Euclidean space), { the 

real line,  y  the Euclidean norm of vector y, and ( )/ x∂Ξ ∂  the Jacobian of the vector-valued 

function Ξ. The robot/environment interaction can be described as a deformable virtual 
zone (DVZ) surrounding the robot. The deformations of this risk zone are due to the 
intrusion of proximity information and control the robot interactions. The robot internal state 

is defined to be a couple (Ξ, π), where the first component Ξ is called the interaction 
component, which characterizes the geometry of the deformable zone and the second 

component  π characterizes the robot velocities (its translational and rotational velocities). In 

the absence of intrusion of information, the DVZ, denoted by hΞ  is supposed to be a one-

one function of  π. The internal control, or reactive behavior is a relation  ρ, linking these two 

components, ( )h ρ πΞ = . In short, the risk zone, disturbed by the obstacle intrusion, can be 

reformed by acting on the robot velocities. 
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Let χ
σ

Ξ⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  be the vector that represents the internal state of the robot and let ε be the state 

space, which is the set of all the vectors χ . The DVZ is defined by 
1

c

Ξ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟
Ξ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟Ξ⎝ ⎠

B  and the robot 

velocities vector  σ is defined by 
v

σ
θ

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠$  , where each component  iΞ  is the norm of the 

vector corresponding to the border’s distance in the DVZ. These vectors belong to the 
straight lines that correspond to the main directions of the c proximity sensors, ci. Generally 

speaking, we assume that we control the derivative  φ of a function  π for the robot velocities 

σ. Therefore, the control vector will be written 

 φ π= $  (1) 

Let H be the set of all internal states  hχ  whose DVZ is not deformed. This set induces an 

equivalence relation in ε , defined by 

 
~

1 2 1 2

h hHχ χ χ χ⇔ =  (2) 

where i

hχ  is the internal state corresponding to the state iχ but without any deformation 

due to intrusion. In the equivalence class [ ]χ , the vector hχ  is a one to one function for the 

vector π: 

 ( )hχ ρ π=  (3) 

which can be written as, (by separation of the two sets of variables) 

 
( )

( )

h

σ

ρ π

σ ρ π
ΞΞ =⎧⎨

=⎩  (4) 

The derivative of equation (4) provides the state equation when no deformation occurs 
(when the state vector stays on H): 

 '( ) '( )hχ ρ π π ρ π φ= =$ $  (5) 

This equation is the first part of the general state equation. If we now consider deformations 
of the DVZ, due to intrusion, we will obtain the second part of the state equation. To do it, 

we denote the deformation of the state vector by Δ and study the variations of this 
deformation with respect to intrusion. This new vector represents the deformed DVZ, which 
is defined by 

 hΞ = Ξ + Δ  (6) 
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Let 
1

c

I

I

I

⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

B  be the c-dimensional intrusion vector, where maxi i iI d d= − . The sensor provides 

the measure maxi id d= , in the absence of obstacles. 

Let 
1

c

Δ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟
Δ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟Δ⎝ ⎠

B  be the c-dimensional deformation vector, where 

 
0

( , )
i hi

i hi i

hi i i hi

if d d
d I

d d if d d
α

>⎧
Δ = = ⎨

− ≤⎩  (7) 

where hid  is an element of the intact DVZ ( hΞ ). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this function. 

 

Figure 1. The deformation vector 0iΔ =  

 By differentiating equation (6) with respect to time, we get 

 ( , ) ( , )h h h

h

I I I
I

α α∂ ∂
Δ = Ξ Ξ + Ξ

∂Ξ ∂
$ $$  (8) 

By letting Iψ = $  and using equations (4), (5), (6) and (8), we obtain the next control equation 

 
( , ) ' ( ) ' ( ) ( , )

'( )

h h

h

I I
I

α α
ρ π ρ π φ ψ

σ ρ π φ

Ξ Ξ

⎧ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂
Ξ = Ξ × + + Ξ⎪ ⎜ ⎟

∂Ξ ∂⎨ ⎝ ⎠⎪
=⎩

$

$
 (9) 
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with 

 

' ( )

I

ρ π φ

π φ

ψ

Ξ
⎧Ξ =⎪

=⎨⎪ =⎩

$

$
$

  

 

Figure 2. The obstacle deforms the DVZ 

The inputs of equation (9) are the two control vectors  φ  and ψ . The first comes from the 

control module of the robot and the second from the environment itself.  

We can consider the matrix A with dim(A)= [ ]c n×  (c sensors, k control variables) and the 

matrix B with dim=(B)= [ ]c c×  as follows: 

 

( , ) ' ( )

( , )

h

h

h

A I

B I
I

α
ρ π

α

Ξ

∂
= Ξ

∂Ξ

∂
= Ξ

∂

 (10) 

By replacing equation (9) and (10) in equation (8), we obtain the evolution of the 
deformation 

 A BΔ = Φ + Ψ$  (11) 

The DVZ control algorithm consists of choosing the desired evolution desΔ$ of the 

deformation. Given desΔ$ , the best control vector φ
%

 in the sense of least-squares that 

minimizes the function  
2

desΔ − Δ$ $  is obtained by inverting equation (11): 

 ( )desA Bφ ψ+= Δ −
% $  (12) 

where  A+ is the pseudo-inverse of A. 
A simple and efficient control law consists of choosing the desired deformation as 
proportional to the real deformation and its derivative: 
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 des p dK KΔ = − Δ − Δ$ $  (13) 

where the two matrices Kp and Kd are respectively the proportional and derivative gains and 
are tuned in order to carry out the avoidance task. In this work, we define an ellipse as DVZ 
parameterized by the linear velocity and the steering angle of vehicle. 

3. Lazy PRM for non-holonomic mobile robots 

A Lazy PRM approach for non-holonomic motion planning was presented in (Sánchez et al., 
2002). The algorithm is similar to the work presented by Bohlin and Kavraki (Bohlin & 
Kavraki, 2000), in the sense that the aim is to find the shortest path in a roadmap generated 
by randomly distributed configurations. In a later work, Sánchez et al., 2003 showed that the 
use of deterministic sampling improved remarkably the results obtained with random 
sampling. 
Once a start-goal query is given, the planner performs A* search on the roadmap to find a 
solution. If any of the solution edges are in collision, they are removed from the roadmap 
and then A* search is repeated. Eventually, all edges may have to be checked for collisions, 
but often the solution is found before this happens. If no solution is found, more nodes may 
need to be added to the roadmap. The most important advantage of this approach, is that 
the collision checking is only performed when needed. In this case, all edges don't have to 
be collision checked as in the original PRM case (see figure 3). Experiments show that, in 
many cases, only a very small fraction of the graph must be explored to find a feasible path. 
Planners, based on lazy strategy (Bohlin & Kavraki, 2000; Sánchez & Latombe, 2002) always 
use the straight-line segment (Euclidean distance) as steering method. Much research has 
been done on motion planning for nonholonomic car-like robots (see Laumond, 1998 for a 
review). Svestka and Overmars used the RTR paths as a steering method (Svestka & 
Overmars, 1997). An alternative choice is to use steering method that constructs the shortest 
paths connecting two configurations (Reeds & Shepp, 1990; Sanchez et al., 2002). Reeds & 
Shepp have provided a sufficient family of shortest paths for the car-like robots moving 
both forward and backward. Figure 4 shows the Reeds & Shepp paths and an example 
computed with this approach.  

 

Figure 3. High-level description of the lazy PRM approach 
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Figure 4. Shortest paths for car-like robots and a computed path in a polygonal environment 

3. Reactive Lazy PRM 

This section describes the proposed approach, which integrates the lazy PRM planning 
method and the reactive control by DVZ in the following way: a collision-free feasible path 
for a mobile robot is calculated by the lazy PRM method, the robot starts moving (under the 
permanent protection of its DVZ), in the absence of dynamic obstacles, the control is 
performed by the lazy PRM method and does not require reflex commands. If there are 
dynamic obstacles in its path, the reactive method takes the control and generates 
commands to force the robot to move away from the intruder obstacles and gives back its 
DVZ to the original state. 
In this point, the robot has lost its original path, and it is necessary to search for a 
reconnection path to reach its goal. The new path found is a single collision-free curve of 
Reeds & Shepp. If the attempt of reconnection is successful, the robot executes its new path 
towards the goal. The new alternative path is obtained with the lazy PRM method by using 
the information stored in the current robot’s configuration, but if a deformation appears the 
processes are interrupted by reflex actions that force the planner to go back to the previous 
state. 
The algorithm can finish of three forms: i) the robot executes its path successfully, ii) the 
reflex action is not sufficient and a collision occurs, or iii) the robot does not find an 
alternative path to conclude its task. Figure 5 shows a high-level description of the proposed 
approach. 
The lazy PRM planner for non-holonomic mobile robots is detailed in (Sanchez et al., 2000). 
We consider that the other components of this approach are more important and they will 
be detailed in the next subsections. 

3.1 Reactive control by DVZ 

By using the equations discussed in the section II, and the next equation. We can use the 
next DVZ form (see figure 6). 

 2 2 sec

1 1 2cos ( )hi i id KV K dβ θ= + +$  (14) 
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where 1K  and 2K  are constants, 1V  and θ$  are the robot’s velocities (see equation 14), β  is 

the angle of the sensor ci with respect to the transverse axis of the robot, and sec

id  is a safe 

distance in the direction of the sensor ci. 

 

Figure 5. High-level description of our proposed approach 

 

Figure 6. The obtained form of the DVZ using 20 simulated sensors 

For the first case in equation (7), ( i hid d> ), the DVZ is not deformed by the environment, the 

control is performed by the lazy PRM method and the reflex actions are not required. For 

the second case, when ( i hid d≤ ),  a re flex action is necessary, the executed path by the lazy 

PRM method is suspended and the robot control is taken by the DVZ method. 

3.2 Generation of reflex commands 

When the DVZ takes the control, it has the task of taking the robot to a free state of 
deformations, indicating the kinematics attitudes that should continuously have the robot. 

These attitudes constitute the vector  π described as follows: 

 1Vπ
θ

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦$  (15) 
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We do not use the equation (12) to implement the control, the control is adapted in the 
following way. 

Let [ ]if n  a vector in the direction of the sensor ci  to be defined as 

 
[ ] [ 1] 0[ ] [ 1]

[ ]
[ ] [ 1] 00

i ii i

i

i i

n nn n if
f n

n nif

Δ − Δ − >Δ − Δ −⎧
= ⎨

Δ − Δ − ≤⎩  (16) 

Let [ ]F n  be the addition of the vectors [ ]if n  

 
1

[ ] [ ]
c

i

i

F n f n
=

=∑  (17) 

then, the vector [ ]nπ  is given by 

 1 1
ˆ[ ] [ 1] * [ ] * (cos( [ ]))

[ ]
ˆ[ ] [ 1] * (sin( [ ]))

v

t

V n V n K F n sign F n
n

n n K F n
π

θ θ

⎧ = − +⎪
= ⎨

= − +⎪⎩ $ $  (18) 

3.3 Kinematics of the robot 

The robot learns the kinematics attitudes that it should constantly adopt through the path 
computed by the lazy PRM method and the reflex actions that should be taken. These 

attitudes are 1V  and θ$  are fixed in every tΔ interval. We consider a model of the car-like 

robot as follows: 

 

Figure 7. A car-like robot 

 1 2

cos 0

sin 0

(tan ) / 0

0 1

x

y
V V

l

θ

θ

θ φ

φ

⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

$
$
$
$

 (19) 

Because the change of x, y and θ is constant foe every interval, the steering angle φ in the 
front wheels stays fixed in the interval (V2=0), describing a circular path. 
The last observation is useful to avoid the integration operation that may be required, 

otherwise, to determine the x, y and θ values for the next interval of time. Instead, it is 
enough to use the analytic geometry properties of the circumference.  
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The next equation shows how to obtain a new configuration for the robot, after the 
application of a specific impulse. 

 
2 1 2 1

2 1 2 1

2 1 1

(cos cos )

(sin sin )

* ( / ) *

x x r

y y r

q V r t

γ γ

γ γ

θ θ

= + −

= + −

= + Δ

 (20) 

where 

1 min

1

1 1

2 2

max( ( / ), )

( / )

( / 2)

( / 2)

r abs V R

q sign V

q

q

θ

θ

γ θ π

γ θ π

=

=

= −

= −

$
$

 

Rmin is the trajectory’s radius that describes the car-like robot when its front wheels are in its 
maximum steering angle. The figure illustrates the relation between the variables in 
equation (20). 

 

Figure 8. The relation between the variables of equation (20) 

3.4 Reconnection 

After a successful reflex action, the mobile robot recovers the intact state of its DVZ, but the 
initial planned path is lost (Fig. 9b), and the lazy PRM method needs to have a path to push 
the mobile robot to the goal. For this reason it is necessary to provide a path for such aim. 
Since the computational cost of a complete re-planning is high, it is avoided as far as 
possible by executing a process that consists of a reconnection with the planned path by 
using a single collision-free Reeds & Shepp curve (Fig. 9c). 
Initially, the algorithm tries a local path that it is interrupted by a dynamic object. The 
algorithm will execute a reflex action in order to reconnect with the closest point that is 
collision-free in the original path. If it can not reconnect after a certain number of attempts, 
maybe because the possible reconnection paths are blocked with obstacles, the robot will 
remain immovable for a certain time before executing a new attempt (see Fig. 9d).  
The process will be repeated several times, but if the DVZ was deformed by an intrusion, 
the reconnection process will be modified and will execute the reflex commands. 
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Figure 9. Cases of the reconnection process: a) to avoid a dynamic obstacle, b) after a reflex 
action, c) after many previous attempts, d) a successful reconnection 

3.5 Re-planning 

If the reconnection attempts fails, it may happen that paths are blocked by many dynamic 
objects, or a moving object is parked obstructing the planned path. In this case, the planner 
executes the lazy PRM method (the initial configuration is the current configuration in the 
robot). The lazy PRM will be called several times until it returns a collision-free path. If after 
some attempts a collision-free path can not be found, the planner reports failure. 
In the case that the mobile robot is developing in a static environment (or partially static), 
the planned path is enough to avoid a collision. Under this assumption, there is not need to 
generate any reflex action when a fixed obstacle enters the DVZ. 
The model cannot distinguish if an intrusion is caused by a moving or a static obstacle 
because the DVZ method does not use any model of the environment. To solve this 
problem, it is necessary to use an auxiliary image that represents the environment and it is 
updated every time the re-planning or reconnection procedures are called.  When the 
sensors in the robot detect an obstacle that deforms the DVZ, the intruder object coordinates 
are revised to see if there was already an obstacle, registered in the auxiliary image; if this is 
the case, the system assumes the presence of a fixed obstacle and there is no need for a reflex 
action, otherwise, it will certainly assume that the object is in movement. 

4. Simulation results 

Some simulation results are presented in this section. The planner was implemented in 
Builder C++ and the tests were performed on an Intel © Pentium IV 2.4 GHz processor and 
512 MB memory. After having executed our planner in different scenes, in the majority of 
the cases the motion planning problem is solved satisfactorily. Our planner produces a first 
roadmap by sampling configurations spaces uniformly. It computes the shortest path in this 
roadmap between two query configurations and tests it for collision.  
The robot starts moving under the permanent protection of its DVZ. In absence of dynamic 
obstacles, the robot does not require reflex commands and the control is executed with lazy 
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PRM. If there are dynamic obstacles in its path, the reactive method takes the control and 
generates commands to force the robot to move away from the intruder obstacles and gives 
back its DVZ to the original state. 
The moving obstacles have a square form and move at constant velocity in straight line. 
Whenever they collide with another object they assume in their movement a new random 
direction. Figure 10 shows an environment composed of narrow passages and dynamic 
obstacles moving randomly at the same velocity than the mobile robot. 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 10. An example of a query and the path solution in an environment with 20 moving 
obstacles. The robot starts moving under the permanent protection of its DVZ 

In order to evaluate the performance of the planner, we performed tests on the environment 
of Figure 11 for several roadmap sizes and different number of moving obstacles. The 
different settings are summarized in the tables 1, 2 and 3. In our case, due to the strategy of 
node addition, the time for the roadmap’s construction is proportional to the number of 
nodes. The number of nodes at the beginning is a critical parameter that affects the lazy 
PRM’s performance (Sánchez et al., 2002). To show the methodology proposed, we 
performed 30 trials. 
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Figure 11. Trajectory execution control by the proposed planner. The environment constains 
5 and 30 moving obstacles 

 

Settings 50 nodes 100 nodes 50 nodes 100 nodes 

Steering angle 45 45 70 70 

Graph building 0.007 0.016 0.008 0.028 

Graph searching 0.005 0.016 0.005 0.015 

Coll. checking 980 1299 1093 1712 

Total time (secs) 0.071 0.109 0.074 0.147 

Table 1. Performance data for Lazy PRM 
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Reconnections 
Time for 

reconnection 
Replanning 

Time for 
replanning 

Collision Success 

43 0.027 0 0 No Ok 

12 0.025 0 0 No Ok 

3 0.025 0 0 No Ok 

65 0.030 0 0 No Ok 

97 0.027 0 0 No Ok 

84 0.031 0 0 No Ok 

12 0.026 0 0 No Ok 

16 0.026 0 0 No Ok 

Table 2. Performance data with 5 moving obstacles 

Reconnections 
Time for 

reconnection 
Replanning 

Time for 
replanning 

Collision Success 

36 0.029 0 0 No Ok 

90 0.029 1 0.019 No Ok 

3 0.027 0 0 Ok No 

5 0.026 0 0 Ok No 

81 0.032 1 0.115 No Ok 

27 0.032 1 0 No Ok 

4 0.026 0 0 No Ok 

9 0.026 0 0 No Ok 

Table 3. Performance data with 10 moving obstacles 

In fact, the method’s performance can be considered satisfactory if it presents a fast planning 
phase, reflex actions based on sensors that do not require expensive algorithms, an effective 
process of reconnection performed in milliseconds, and a process of re-planning that is 
executed if the Lazy PRM and DVZ’s parameters are appropriate. As mentioned in earlier 
sections, it can be considered that the methodology proposed here, includes these 
characteristics. 
The planning time is reduced due to the incomplete collision detector whose work is 
complemented with the robot’s sensors during the path execution. On the other hand, the 
assignation of direction angles to the nodes that conform the shortest paths obtained by the 
algorithm A*, produces curves that allow the algorithm to omit the optimization process 
(i.e., the smoothing process). With respect to the reconnection process, the paths obtained 
with the planner are conformed by a single Reeds & Shepp curve and based on the 
incomplete collision detector, making short the time and close to optimal the curves 
obtained with the algorithm. Since the reflex actions are provided by the DVZ method, it is 
possible to interrupt the reconnection and re-planning processes if necessary, without 
incurring in bigger problems. 
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If the execution’s parameters for the Lazy PRM and DVZ methods are adapted, the re-
planning process will not be called very often and will be successful in the absence of 
narrow passages. Figure 12 presents a case where the reflex actions were not sufficient. The 
presence of narrow passages is an important problem to being considered. 

5. Experimental results 

We have implemented the approach on the Pionner-3 robot from the ActivMedia Robotics. 
This robot is driven by two independent wheels , it is an agile, versatile intelligent mobile 
robotic platform updated to carry loads more robustly and to traverse sills more surely with 
high-performance current management to provide power when it's needed. It has a ring of 8 
forward sonar and 8 rear sonar ring. 3-DX's powerful motors and 19cm wheels can reach 
speeds of 1.6 meters per second and carry a payload of up to 23 kg. In order to maintain 
accurate dead reckoning data at these speeds, the Pioneer uses 500 tick encoders. Its sensing 
moves far beyond the ordinary with laser-based navigation options, bumpers, gripper, 
vision, stereo rangefinders, compass and a rapidly growing suite of other options. 

 

Figure 12. The reflex actions were not sufficient, the mobile robot collides with a moving 
obstacle 

 

Figure 13. The mobile robot used in the experimental part 
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Figure 14. The mobile robot avoids an obstacle 

The experimental part was done considering that the robot is able to follow a geometric 
trajectory previously calculated by a Lazy PRM planner, we considered a model of the 
environment on scale. In the absence of obstacles, the robot follows the trajectory until 
arriving at the goal region, if there are unknown obstacles, the robot executes reactive 
controls to avoid them and to return to its trajectory. 
Figure 14 illustrates this single experiment, where the robot avoids an unknown obstacle. 
One can see that robot clearly avoids the obstacle and returns to the nominal path. 
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6. Conclusion 

The motion planning for non-holonomic robots in moving environments is a complex 
problem. The results obtained in the evaluation of the reactive lazy PRM method, proposed 
in this work, show the importance of finding a solution for this problem. 
In fact, the method's performance can be considered satisfactory if it presents a fast planning 
phase, reflex actions based on sensors that do not require expensive algorithms, an effective 
process of reconnection performed in milliseconds, and a process of re-planning that is 
executed if the Lazy PRM and DVZ’ s parameters are appropriate. 
The planning time is reduced due to the incomplete collision detector whose work is 
complemented with the robot's sensors during the path execution. On the other hand, the 
assignation of direction angles to the nodes that conform the shortest paths obtained by the 
algorithm A*, produces curves that allow the algorithm to omit the optimization process 
(i.e., the smoothing process). 
With respect to the reconnection process, the paths obtained with the planner are conformed 
by a single Reeds & Shepp curve and based on the incomplete collision detector, making 
short the time and close to optimal the curves obtained with the algorithm. 
Since the reflex actions are provided by the DVZ method, it is possible to interrupt the 
reconnection and re-planning processes if necessary, without incurring in bigger problems. 
If the execution's parameters for the Lazy PRM and DVZ methods are adapted, the re-
planning process will not be called very often and will be successful in the absence of 
narrow passages. 
A reactive lazy PRM planner for dynamically changing environments is presented in this 
chapter. Although some promising results are shown in its present form, the planner could 
be improved in a number of important ways. This approach can be extended to use real 
robots and to solve the problem posed by small static obstacles. Besides, some cases where 
the reflex action was not sufficient to avoid collisions were observed during the evaluation 
tests. Theses cases are difficult because they require a more intelligent behavior in order to 
avoid the robot to be trapped. 
In those cases, it can be necessary to add a process that computes the trajectories of moving 
objects and corrects the path in real time. 
Finally, a very interesting topic in robotics is the study of non-structured environments. This 
methodology can be extended to solve these cases. 
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